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INTRODUCTION

The ultimate goal of foresters is the immediate

and complete natural regeneration of all forest lands

after cutting so that full productivity of the forest

results. This is the goal toward which we must strive.

Even with the maximum efficiency of public education,

there is still a considerable job in convincing the

small private operator that he has the responsibility

of leaving the land just as productive as he found it.

The recent legislation by the State of Oregon For

estry Department, in the reforestation tax law, is a

step toward the rewarding of operators for the leaving

of, or returning of, cutover lands to full productivity.

One of the most encouraging things about the Douglas-

fir forests is the fact that if fires are kept out, the

forests will reestablish themselves within just a few

years. In speaking of fires here I am referring to the

extremely hot broadcast burns. The most destructive of

all practices is that of allowing the cutover areas to

rebum two, three, four, or more times. Examples of this

are numerous, the Tillamook burn and our own Blodgett

State Forest being two prime examples of the many thousands

of acres that lie idle as a result of repeated burnings.



PURPOSE

It is tlie purpose of this paper to (1) show areas

and give statistics on the timber removed from this

tract by years, (2) sum up the various destructive

agencies that have prevented the natural restocking

of this area, and (3) sum up in one paper and on one

map all the research projects being carried out on

the area with an explanation and location for each

project,
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The Blodgett State Forest is located in the western

portion of Colvunhia County, in the northwest corner of

Oregon. The specific areas included in the Blodgett

tract are all or parts of sections 17, 19, 20, 28, 29,

and 30 in Township 7 North and Range 5 West.

The topography of the tract is variable, running

from nearly flat areas in the Pishhawk Creek bottom land

to slopes of 40 per cent or more on the rougher, steeper

sites. The combination of roughness of the ground and

the time at which the area was logged explains why all

logging areas were done with cable skidding systems.

The area was clear cut with tiie exception of a tract in

section 29. There are perhaps 320 acres of second growth

Douglas-fir, Hemlock, and Spruce, which were too young

to be cut at the time of logging. They are now 40 to 50

years old with 50 per cent to 100 per cent stocking. The

Hemlock stands, with some spruce and cedar intermingled,

are from 50 to 55 years old. Stocking is from 25 per cent

to 100 per cent. Both these stands show a shortage of

trees under 12 inches diameter, indicating a grave short

age of reproduction.

The logging took place during 1922 to 1927 inclusive

and removed a total of 144,857,558 feet board measure,

from 2,400 acres, making an average of 61 m.b.f. per acre

removed. See the next page for a table showing the prog

ression of logging by years.



PRO IRESSION OP L0GG7NG

Year Section Acres M.B.F.S. Stump- Legal Description
age (County

I Cruise volume)

1922 17 157 18,050 3Va/4 Except RR right of way
20 160 4,858 NWl/4
19 78 5,385 Nl/2 - NEl/4
19 156 11,155 Lots 45e5; E 1/2 - m 1/4
19 37 2.137 NE l/4 - SE l/4

1923

1924

17 150 17,380
20 120 11,410
20 40 3,725
20 80 4,128
30 38 1,000

438 37,643

20 37 2,064
29 40 135
29 120 3,830
28 40 2,215

237 8,244

19S5 29 115 4,160

20 40 3,725
20 40 2,064
30 156 14,390
19 120 6,413

471 30,752

1926 19 161 8,375
30 120 11,900
19 76 5.385

357 25,660

1927 30 78 1,450
30 155 10,510
30. 40 3,970

273 15,930

GRAND TOTAL

2364 159,540

SE 1/4
N 1/2 - NE 1/4; SW 1/4-NE1/4
NliV 1/4 - SE 1/4
N 1/2 - SE 1/4

SW 1/4 - SW 1/4 except RR
SE 1/4 - WJ 1/4
N 1/2 - NE 1/4; NE1/4-NW1/4
NW 1/4 - mv 1/4

(35 M/A )

W 1/2-M/1/4; m'a/4-SWl/4
except RR ri^t of way

SW 1/4 - SE 1/4
SE 1/4 - SW 1/4
NE 1/4
W1/2-SE1/4; SE 1/4-SE1/4

Lots 6&7; E 1/2 - SW 1/4
Lot 4; E 1/2 - WN l/4
S 1/2 - NE 1/4; Except RR

72 M/A )

W 1/2 - SE 1/4; except RR
Lots 6&7; W 1/2-SW1/4 ex. RR
Lot 5



No record has been kept of fires, and even though I

had originally planned to gather and record all information

leading to records of burns, so far I have had no luck

tracing down fire history. According to some local residents

there was a fire of extreme proportions on the area shortly

after logging ceased, and smaller fires recurring throu^

the area from time to time since then. The intensely hot

fires of the broadcast burn type have been proven to retard

the soil development many decades. On the Tillamook Burn

not far away, the fire was so hot that it even retarded the

soil to the point where bracken fern had a hard time to sur

vive. The Blodgett area doesn't seem, to be in quite such a

poor condition but many places support very sparse vegetat

ion. Site determinnt ions taken by a Senior Management class

in 1940 showed that the cutover land was Douglas-fir Site I

and II. Other small parts of the tract now support reprod

uction from 1 year, old up to 15 years old. The species

represented are Douglas-fir, Western Hemlock, Red Alder,

and small amounts of V/estern redcedar and spruce.

It will be interesting here to note that when logged

the a;rea produced 81.2^ of fir, 5,G% of cedar, 14.7^ of hem

lock, and ,5% of spruce.-

Ownership records are scarce, but they are definitely

established as far back as the beginning of logging in 1922.

At this time the whole tract was owned by the Blodgett 00.

Limited.' The land was held as a unit until shortly after

the completion of logging when it was donated to the School



of Forestry as a State Forest to be used as a laboratory

for scientific research in the field of forestry with

special emphasis on the problem of restocking burned over

forest areas.

Since 1938 there have been several experiments in

direct seeding and planting made on the Blodgett Tract.

This work has all been under the direction of W. F.

McCulloch, Professor of Forestry at Oregon State College.

I. Among the first experiments was the direct seeding

of Port Orford 'v^Jhite cedar, Douglas-fir, and Sitka Spruce,

initiated in 1940.

"The purpose of this plan is to provide an experimental

determination of methods to be used in forestation on the

Blodgett tract and siMlar cutover lands," •»

A. Within the direct seeded Sitka spruce the rows

are 8' apart and the seed spots are 6' apact.

100 trees in rows 2 and 6 have been mapped and

staked for future checking.

B. Prom the northwest boundary of the Sitka spruce

plots the crew, spaced 8 feet apart, m-oved out

along the ridge to the northwest and direct

seeded Couglas-fir and Port Crford ^/hite-cedar.

The Douglas-fir and VlTaite-cedar seeds were used

alternately so that every other seed was Douglas-

fir. No seeds were planted within 3 feet of an

established seedling. The hope was that the cedar

* Taken from Working Plans for Blodgett Tract, by W. M.
McCulloch, 1940.



would make possible an early and profitable har

vest of poles and thin the stand at the same time.

Two rows of planted seeds were staked for future

checking.

C. In 1942 these areas were examined and the follow

ing information was revealed;

Douglas-fir 16 spots checked 33 seedlings grew
Port Orford White-cedar 8 spots checked 17 seedlings grew
Sitka spruce No seedlings grew

"There were no special cirnxunstances noted which

would explain the lack of germination of Sitka

spruce or the very poor showing of the Port Orford

White-cedar and the Eouglas-fir. The extremely

hot early summer of 1941 was probably a factor."

II. The second experiment took place in 1942 and dealth

with interplanting sparsely stocked cutover lands.

"The objective of this plan is to investigate the

practicability of interplanting sparsely stocked cutover

lands in order to improve the quality and total yield of

such lands at time of harvesting.

"Sites chosen for the plots of this experiment are

typical Douglas-fir areas, and are as nearly uniform as

possible. No mature seed trees are within 20 chains of

the plots which contain 100-200 seedlings per acre of

commercial conifers more than 6 inches high." •»

All native seedlings were marked with metal tags

-"-Taken from Working Plans for Blodgett Tract by W. F.
IvIcCulloch, 1942.



especially made for this purpose, then Douglas-fir seed

lings were interplanted to make a spacing of approximately

8x8 feet wherever-possible. These planted seedlings were

also specifically marked.

These plots v/111 be checked annually to establish the

success of interplantlng.

III. An experiment in direct seeding of Lodgepole pine

on cutover areas was initiated in 1942.

"The objective of this experim.ent is to secure a quick,

cheap, merchantable forest crop on cutover land. Lodgepole

pine holds promise in all directions named above; the seed

is SDiall, germination is prompt, and early growth is rapid

so that the juvenile, vulnerable stage of this species is

less prolonged than in most other species." •»

Plots for this direct seeding are four in number and

all have different conditions ?;lth which to cope.

Plot 1. Broadcast sowing. On this plot seed was

scattered by hand and distributed as uniformly as

possible with 1/4 lb. of seed on 1/4 acre.

Plot 2. Brush plot. Using planting hoe, one swipe

was scalped off the moss, under a bush or shrub in

sofar as possible and without disturbing the cover

any more than was absolutely necessary. Spots were

put on the north sides of bushes 6x6 feet apart and

stamping 5 seeds~lnto the exposed soil.

-"-Taken from Working Plans for Blodgett Tract by W. P.
McCulloch, 1942.



Plot 3. Open plot. Using a planting hoe, topsoil

was scalped off only deep enou^ to cut av/ay moss

and brush. In the soft soil thus exposed, 5 seeds

were stamped in. Spots were placed 6x6 feet over

the entire plot and every spot was put in the open,

away from, brush, fern, or other cover.

Plot 4. Scuffed plot. Soil was scuffed with the shoe,

then 5 seeds were placed 6x6 feet over the whole plot.

An effort was made to scrape back 1/4 inch of soil.

IV. The last of the four current experiments deals with

the use of oversize Port Orford White-cedar planting stock.

"The purpose of the experiment is to determine the

survival of oversize Port Orford Ihite-cedar nursery stock

compared to standard stock. On the assumption that other

governing decisions have been made wisely, survival remains

the chief criteria of success in reforestation. If these

larger trees will live under certain conditions it may be

possible to use them in such conditions, taking advantage

of their greater size and vibor to mitigate the competition

of accessory vegetation."-»•

"Planting was carried out so that the resulting plant

ation will perait easy recording of results. Planting was

done with a grub hoe, and the trees were spaced 6x8 feet

apart. 250 trees each of the following types were planted:

Type 1. Oversize stock from storage shed

-X- Taken from Working Plans for Blodgett Tract by W. F
McCulloch, 1942.



Type 2. Standard stock from storage shed.
Type 3. Oversize stock from heel-in bed at nursery.

4. standard stock from heel-in bed at nursery, •sf-

Trees were planted In 25 rows of 40 trees per row

in the exact order listed above. This made a total of

1000 trees planted.

"After planting, part of the top of alternate seedlings
was pruned off, both oversize and standard plants. The

purpose was to reduce evaporating surface of the trees

and improve the root-top ratio in an effort to reduce

dessication.

Taken from f/orking Plans for Blod^ett Tract bv
W. P. McCulloch, 1942. ^



CONCLUSION

The making of experiments in the rehabilitation

of cutover lands are a great contribution to the final

solving of the problem of non-productive, non-restocking

forest lands.

More such experiments should be made annually and

results published as soon as they are available so that

other agencies may have the benefit of the experiments.

The protection problem on this area is great because

of no roads for transporting of fire equipment into the

center of the tract.

It is recomiriended that the ties and alder saplings

be removed from the railroad right-of-ways so they can

be used for the transporting of fire equipment. "Shoo-

flies" should be constructed around the trestles because

they are now,or will soon be, too old to support heavy

fire fighting equipment.
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Wm. vVhltfield & Co.
Certified Public Accountants

To the -

Blodgett Company, Limited,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

and the

Noyes-Holland Logging Comipany,
Portland, Oregon,

Dear Sirs:

Portland, Oregon

January 6, 1928

As instructed, we have made a partial audit of the
"books and accounts for the eleven months ended Novem.tier
30, 1927, submitted to us by the Noyes-Holland Logging
Company, relative to operations conducted by them under
an agreement entered into by and betv/een the Blodgett
Company, Limited, and the Noyes-Holland Logging Company,
under date of May 12, 1920.

?/e submit herewith Statement of Operations, Profit
and Loss Statem^ent for the entire period of operations,
and various supporting Exhibits as shown in the appended
index.

The scope of the audit comprised a complete check of
cash account including all payroll and other checks, in
spection of vouchers in detail for three months, and such
other checking as was necessary to establish the correct
ness, or otherwise, of the statements submitted, and their
accordance with the terms of the contract.

STATEIvIEMT OF OPERATIONS

Logging operations for the 1927 period have resulted
in a Net Profit of $33,077.95, as compared with $38,979.72
for 1926. In arriving at the Net Profit for 1927, it will
be noted that the entire cost of rehabilitating the Shea
Engine #7 has been treated by the Logger as a logging cost.



C Blodgett Co. Ltd. and Noyes-Holland Logging Co. b
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P

Y Further Comparisons with prior years are as follows:

Average per M. Feet

1. On Basis of Feet Sold:

Sales
Cost of Sales

NET PROFIT

No, of Feet Sold

15.77
14.21

I 1.56

21.153.251

On Basis of Cut:

Logging Costs-
Prime Logging Costs
General and Administrative

Expense
Camp Operations
Transportation

Stumpace

6.09

1.18
.26

2.59

.0.12

4.00

TOTAL PROmCTION COST $14.12

16.13
14.69

$ 1.44

27.007.621

6.82

.95

.29

2.61

10.67

4.00

ai4.67

lol of Feet Cut 20,150,000 (ADprox)26,774.856

The above approximate cut for 1927 was based on an estim.ated
inventory of logs on hand at November 30, 1927 of 86,674.
These logs have been subsequently found to scale 158,993'
which will have the effect of Increasing the total input
figure from 20,150,000' to 20,222,319' with a corB equent
slight decrease in Production Costs. This increased footage
will entifle the Owner to a further credJ-t for s tumpage and
the Logger to a further credit for depreciation and Portland
Office Expense, in the final settlem.ent.

The higher cost of General and Aciniinistrative Expenses
in 1927 is mainly caused by the final period of operatlnns
hkving to carry 1928, as well as the full amount of the 1926
levy.

FREIGHT - has been paid at the rate of $1.80 per M. as
follows:

Railroad Scale 22,480,871 Feet
Selling Scale 20.222.319 "

Difference 2,258,552 " Or 10^ of
R. R. Scale



Blodgett Co., Ltd. and Noyes-Holland Legging Co, ? #3

Stumpage - has "been credited to the owner as follov/s:

1921 9,341,927
2 25,279,871
3 29,311,367
4 10,465,798
5 22,076,649
6 26,774,856
7 20.150,000

144.400.468' at |4.00 ^577.601.92

SUPERINTENDENCE - Consists of the following:

D. S. Burns 11 months 1927 at |450,00 $4,950.00
Board, etc. 288.45

$5.258.45

WORK AND SUPPLIES AHEAD - The item of $3,647.24 shown on
Balance sheet submitted at December 31, 1926 has been charged
to the following accounts during August and September of
current period;

Bucking Labor
Palling Labor
Yarding and Loading

Supplies

1,387.11
1,195.09

1.065.04

3;647.24

The above entry accounts for the apprent heavy charges
for Yarding and Loading Supplies during the last few months.

FUNERAL EXPENSES - Arose this year in connection with
an accident resulting in the loss of two lives.

MISCELLAJTEOUS GENERAL EXPENSE - consists of the following

Legal and Accounting
Engineering
Misc. Office Expense

560.00
183.60

47.37

1790.97
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PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT

Subject to realization of inventory on hand at November 30,
1927, certain slight changes in costs due to increased input as
commented on in preceding paragraph, and other matters mentioned
in this report, the operating profit for the entire period of the
contract has amounted to 5pl49,229,59. Other items of income
and expenditure in connection with the final close down, or ad
justments affecting prior year's, have been shown separately in the
Profit and Loss Statement and result in the NET PROFIT of -(jj141,908.46

BAIAyCE SHEET COMI.ffiNTS

INVENTORY OF LCCtS on hand has been scaled and sold subsequently
to date of the balance sheet and realized ^2,464.39.

ACRUED TAXES - In paragraph 2 of airiendrient to the contract
dated February 23, 1921, it is set forth "that all taxes levied or
assesed on said lands .... for the year in which the operation
is concluded shall be pro-rated betv/een the Owner and the Logger
in the proportion that the operating period bears to the whole
calender year." Presumably the clause should read "between the
Operation and the Owner or Logger".

The reserve now remaining on the books of :ii:3,834.33 is
estimated to be sufficient provision for 9/l2ths of the total 1927
taxes on real and personal property, which taxes will be payable
in 1928, the amount of which is not yet definitely known.

The above contract provision relates only the taxes on 21ands."
The conttract is silent as to the liability for personal property
taxes. On persona^, property which reverts to the Logger, the
operation is charged with 9/12ths of the estimated tax for 1927,
subject to approval of the parties; the balance of the tax pre
sumably being payable to the Logger.

GENERAL

PLANT - The following figures represent the status of the
Plant and Eqidpment furnished by the Logger for use in the
operations under the aforementioned contract:

Total Value of Plant to Date
Am.ount claimed as Depreciation,

charged to operations as shown
on Exhibit "B"

216,854,63

134,932.13

Depreciated Value - 11-30-27 $ 81,922.50



Blodgett Co., Ltd. and Noyes-PIolland Logging Co. - #5

From estimates of present day values obtained by the Owner,
it would appear that the amount claimed as depreciation by the
Logger is reasonable.

It will be remembered that section III., Paragraph 6 of the
contract provides;

That the Logger shall be allowed as part of the logging
cost herein stipulated a fair and just depreciation
on such plant and equipment but such depreciation
shall not exceed for the entire operation covering
the entire period of the continuance of this contract
the sum of one dollar per thous and feet on the logs
and other forest products taken and marketed from the
said lands."

T/Thlle the Logger has not clalm.ed depreciation on a per
centage basis of plant in use from year to year, but instead has
claimed an arbitrary amount varying from 50p to $1.00 per thou
sand feet, it will be observed that for the entire period of the
contract he has not claim.ed the full maximum of $1.00 per thou
sand, as shown by the following:

Total Input - 144,857,558 at #1.00
Charged as above

144,857.56
154.952.15 or 93$zf per M

9.925.45

The right pertaining to the owner under raid paragraph to
purchase the Plant and Equipment at its depreciated book value
was not exercised and the same has reverted to the Logger.

INTEREST - We observe that no claim has been made by either
party in respect of interest on overdue balances at any time.

LOGGER'S AND O'ffNBR'S ACCOUNTS

The status of these accounts, as shewn on the Balance Sheet,
is subject to future decisions on the following items which are
under discussion between the contracting parties:

DISCOUNTS ON PURCHASES - Were taken and credited to the
Logger during the life of the contract, as follows:

On ComKiissary, etc, 1,061,04
" Tools and Supplies 1.741.93

i2.802.97
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A small amount of discount taken on Plant and Equipment
purchased in 1920 with funds of the operation was subsequently
reimbursed by a check from the Noyes-Holland Logging Company.

MERCHANTABLE TB/LER - left uncut or used for construction
is a matter beyond the scope of our -knowledge,

ENGINE #7 - An analysis of the cost of rehabilitating this
item of Plant discloses the following figures:

Labor
Supplies

1,394.90
1.841.85

^3^6.74

In this connection we would like to quote from our report
dated March 13, 1923:

"It appears, however, that a Shea Engine, known as
#7, was valued by the Logger at $5,000.00, which
valuation apparently was not accpted by the Owner.
Certain repairs, replacements, etc. have been made
on this engine, according to the records, the cost
of which to December 31, 1922 amounted to |2,443.24.
This item is still subject to settlement under the
contract."

It will be noted that the Logger, in addition to receiving
depreciation estimated on basis of footage cur, has charged the
amount of these repairs, etc., totalling to date $3,236.74,
against the operation.

FREIGHT IN ON PLANT - to the amount of #11,006.27 was
charged to Initial Expense and subsequently amortized to oper
ations with other items contained there'ln. No reserve has
been set up on the books at November 30, 1927 for loading
the frei^t out.

While our audit has not covered the inspection of every
vouncher during the period, we believe, from the tests made by
us each year, that no substantial items covering replacements
of plant have been charged against operations.

Subject to comments contained in the preceding report,
WE CERTIFY" the statement of Operations submitted herewith,
to be correct.

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS



N 0 Y ES-HOLLAND LOGGING CO.

-Blodgett Operation-

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SALES

No. 1 Fir
2 Fir

3 Fir
Red Fir

No, 2 Dead Fir
3 Dead Fir

Prom 8-1-21 to 11-30-37

Total to Nov. 30. 1927
Feet fo Species

23,114,586
85,238,834

7,954,713
345,220
921,649

18,760

117,593,762
5,497,146

21,283,812
396.164

144.770.884

19.6
72.5

100.0^

81.2
3.8

14.7
.3

100.0^



STATEMENT OP OPERATIONS PROM AUGUST 1, 1921
TO NOVEMBER 5Q, 1927

NOYES - HOLLAND LOGGING COMPANY

- BLODGETT OPERATION -

Input 144,857,558 bd. ft
Total for i'erioa

LOGGING COSTS:
Falling Labor
Bucking Labor
Falling & Bucking Supplies

Amcaint.

82,940.71
98,720.35
7.310.34

Cost

_ 188,971.40 1_^30

Yarding Labor
Loading Labor
Yarding & Loading-

Maintenance & Repairs
Supplies

Rigging Ahead

164,325.37
36.745.21

25.356.22
77,490.70
63.901.25

_367j_818_^75

Railroad Operations-
Labor :
Supplies 1

Railroad Maintenance & Repairs-

33,909.58
22,204,76

5-

25,385.83
12,833.92

168,567.72

1.977.38

Line

Equipment
Amortization of R. R.

Reserve for Picking up
stell

Blacksmith Shop-
Labor

Supplies

264.379.19

23,581.09
13.563.13

37_^144_^22

Fire Protection & Cost 17,598.58
Depreciation-Plant & Equip. 134.932.13
Am.ortlzation-Initial Expense 39,595.04
Superintendence 31,805.30
Contract Logging 439.73
Rent of Eqiiipment 880.00
Cull. Logs Sold l,6l7.1ii

PRIME LOGGING COST (Forwarded) 1,080,687.40

1.13

.25

2.54

.18

.09

1.16

1.83



Noyes-Holland Logging Co.

STATEMENT of OPERATIONS (Con't.)#2 From 8-1-21 to 11-50-27

Input 144.857.558 bd. ft.

Total for Period

Amount Cost / M.

Prime Logging Cost (Forwarded) 1,080,687.40 7,46

GENERAL & ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS:

Portland Office - Allowance
Insurance
Taxes

Dues

Funeral Expense
Right of Way
Miscellaneous

72,400.82
28,295.35
61,095.63

2,809.14
805.00

775.00

4,240.37

170,421.31 1.18

CAMP OPERATIONS; J
Camp Expense
Camp Office Ej?pense S
Amortization - Camp - Construction

& Fixtures £

Loss or
Camp Mess House
Store ;

Beds

24,624.98

26,198.67
1

28,634.97

3,447.53
10,001 .71

5,7)46 .11

67.978.33

?otal Loe-ef Costs 1,318,187.04 9_^10

TRANSPORTATION:
I?reight on Logs
Booming, Rafting & Towing

Total Logging Costs Indudlng
Transportat ion

STUIJPA® - Elodgett & Co. •
Outside

Total Cost of LogS' Produced

Inventory Adjustment

341,888.45 2.36
75,007.89 .52

416.896.34 2.88

1,735,083.38 11.98

577,601.92
1,540.31

!,314,225.61

1,386 .78

3.99

COST OF SALES 2,312,838.83 15.97

SALES 2.462.968.42 17.00

NET OPERATING PROFIT OR 1,03£ 149.229.59 SI. 03



THE BLODGETT TRACT J

On October 12 and 13, 1940, 23 seniors In the management
class visited the Blodgett tract of the School of Forestry.
The present area is 2,380 acres, largely cutover.

A preliminary inventory which they took at that time re
veals the following information:

I. Stock cutover areas.

A survey along the three main ridges running north from
the Pishhawk shows that the cutover portions of these ridges
are 24^ stocked, based upon one seedling per mil-acre (6.6'
square) as full stocking. This is made up of 32^ Douglas-fir,
64^ hemlock, and 4^ cedar.

A survey along the ridge south of the Fishhawk shows 35/^
stocking with some scattered patches of fir poles.

A similar sample taken across an 80 acre flat along the
Pishhawk and part way up the south slope beyond, indicated 9%
stocking. Species were Douglas-.flr, hemlock, and cedar.

II. Stocking of uncut areas.

There are perhaps 320 acres of second growth Douglas-fir,
hemlock and spurce, which were too young to be cut at the time
of logging. The bulk of this is Douglas-fir. Pour circular
1/5 acre plots indicated it to be 40 to 50 years old, stocking
in terms of present volume runs from 50 to 100^. There is,
however, a serious deficiency in number of trees under 12" which
may indicate eventual stocking lower than now shown.

The hemlock stands, with a smattering of spruce and cedar,
are from 50 to 55 years old. Stocking in terms of present
vol-ume varies from 25 to 135^. The same condition, s hortage of
trees under 12", is found here. A narrow belt of alder occurs
along the north fork of the Pishhawk and also along the creek
in the northwest corner of the tract.

III. Site.

Site determination taken on snags, windfalls, etc., show
that the cutover land was Douglas-fir, site class I and II.

The measurements taken in second growth stands of Douglas-
fir show largely site II with one plot of site I. The spruce-
hemlock stands run from site index 100 to 180 which in terms
of site class would be IV to I.

IV. Snass

No snag count was made, but hi^ snags are well scattered
over the cutover land in the tract.



The most of the buildings of the old logging camp still
have sound roofs and solid floors. There are enough cabins
to fix up 4-mian units for the summer crew, and the old mess
hall has already been cleaned out to accommiodate 25-30 men
for sleeping and quick cooking.



BLODGETT TRA.CT

i'rellmlnary Management Plan

A. Locate boundaries
B. Prepare cover map and gather stocking data.
C. Prepare drainage and R. R. grade map.

(May be drawn from army topog map)
B. Gather history of tract: logging, fire, etc.
E. Study social, and econom.ic conditions previaling in

flcinity: present uses, sawmills, settlers, etc.

Plan

A. Objectives
1. Demonstrate timber management in Northern Coast

Range of Oregon
2. Carry on research to advance the main objective.

B. Improvements.
1. Roads

Remove ties from Kerry line and smooth out roadbed
Slash alder out of Kerry line grade

2. Camp
Clean up camp for use by iSrews

3. Gate

Install gate at entrance
4. Phone line

Connect with nearest state line

C. Silviculture
1. Establish stands on non-stocked areas of 10 acres

or larger by spot seeding.
2. Prune all stands when they reach 6" DBH. Prune

for crop trees.

D. Fire Prevention and Pre-suppression
1. Fell all snags along ridges reaching to the level

of the top of each ridge.
2. Dam all S3.de streams across Kerry line at level

of grade for pump chances.
3. Maintain lookout (NYA) during fire season
4. Plan to prevent trespass by sheepm.en, wood cutters, etc

E. Regulation
1. Sell merchantable material now on tract as miarkets

allow

2. Plan for jbofeatlon on new stands as soon as products
to sell have been decided on.

F. Logging
1. Investigate possiblity of building road over summit

at tunnel and thence down old Kerry line, to
furnish outlet to market.



G.', *SuMii;!islon
1, Discard internal corners and land lines. Use

topographic features and roads as boundaries
for record keeping.

H. Other Uses
1. Investigate the possibility of grazing prior to

obtaining reproduction.

I. To be expanded by faculty coiranittee iinmediately.
To be expanded and revised as conditions warrant in

the future.

III. DevelopQient - Priority of Jobs

A. Clean up camp for use by crews, construct water system,
string phone line

B. Brush out Kerry line grade

C. Remove ties on Kerry line and bulldoze or handwork
grade smooth, plank trestle. Construct shoofly
grades around trestles.

D. Fell snags on ridges

E. Dam all side draws at level of Kerry line for pump chances

F. Make transit traverse of Kerry line and main ridges (?)

G. Make road, and cover map

H. Make stocking survey

I. Blaze and post tract boundary

J. Spot seed non-stocked and poorly stocked areas (To be
defined)

K. Prune in second growth stands

IV. Administration.

A. All work is to be done under supervision of a competent
forester responsible to the School of Forestry

B. Work is to be initiated by silviculture class, fall 1940

C. Development is to be carried on by NYA suiimier camps

D. Adequate cost records and records of products removed
should be kept.



DIRECT SEEDING

Port Orford, Douglas-fir, Sltka Spruce, m
Blodgett Tract

WORKING PLAN

1. Preliminary Instructions

The purpose of this plan is to provide an experimental

determination of m-ethods to be used in forestatlon on the

Blodgett tract and similar cutover lands.

The area chosen for the first Douglas-fir—Por Orford

''Vhitecedar direct seeding is the main ridge in the western

portion of the tract, west of the Kerry Line grade. Subsequent

seeding will proceed down auxiliary ridges; it is felt that if

trees are successfully established on the ridges they will

eventually serve as seed source for the valleys beneath. Sltka

spruce seeding is in the Fishhawk valley, east of the Kerry

Line.

2. Specific Seeding Instructions

Locating

Douglas-fir and Port Orford Whitecedar Seed Rots

Tie to these plots is as follows:

From trestle no, 2 (first trestle north of "beehive

junction"), proceed up grade (easterly) 7.65 chains from the

northeast corner bolt of the bridge. A stake is set on Kerry

Line grade at above distance from bridge. From this stake,

proceed north 45 degrees east 11.35 chains to a witness stake

on top of hill. At the beginning of the plots is a post marked

with aluminum tag, "Douglas-Fir 11/240", north 30 degrees east,

1.1 chains from the witness stake.

Relationship of these various points to each other and to

the area as a whole is shown on sketch map of whole area, which



Sitka Spruce Seed Plots n

The Sitka Spruce plots are located about three-fourths

of a mile north of camp, up (west) the Fishhawk valley. A

reference post is located at side of the Kerry Line grade.

Tie to plots:

Prom SE drift bolt on trestle no 5, 5.7 chains (south

easterly) down grade to reference post. Prom this post, due

north 6.5 chains to beginning post of plots.

The two reference posts marking the area planted to Sitka

Spruce are located at the beginning and ends of the fourth row

(see map). The rov/s are 8' apart and row #1 is on the west side

of the area. The seed spots are 6' apart. One hundred spots in

rows #2 and #6 have been mapped and staked with lath, bearing

aluminum tag designated RCl, RC2, etc., for future checking.

(Tags were designed for'red cedar sowing, but Sitka spruce

was substituted due to inability to secure the other seed.)

Beyond the Sitka-spruce experimental seeding, Douglas-fir

and Port Orford Whitecedar was direct seeded along ridge as

shown on maps attached. This seeding Is not part of the experiment,

but to provide a seed source on ridge.

Spotting

Douglas-fir and Port Orford Whitecedar

From the established reference post, the crew moved along

the ridge top in a direction approximately N25°W, in parallel

lines 8 feet apart. At six foot Intervals seed was dropped.

No seed was placed within 3 feet of an established (6" h1gh)

seedling of any coniferous, coimierclal species. If an estab

lished seedling was ence-untered where seed should have been

dropped, the spot was skipped and the next spot was seeded

with the alternate seed which would noraially have gone there.



In this way the alternation of species in each line was not

interrupted. Men were supplied with seed of Douglas-fir and

Port Orford Whitecedar. With seed placed in separate side

pockets it was possible for each man to seed alternate spots

with different species. Starting with Douglas-fir on line #1

and Port Orford %itecedar on line #2, the cedar alternated

with the other species and should provide thinnings as poles.

Seed was dropped in six lines, the v/est two of which were

staked and mapped for future checking.

The spacing 6x8' allows for mcr-tality, and as nearly as

possible, takes full advantage of site without stagnation. If

estahlisliment is successful, the cedars should act as crop tree

trainers and can be eliminated as poles when the stand becomes

sufficiently dense to warrant thinning.

At six foot intervals on each line seed was placed; cover

was scuffed down to mineral soil, (10 seeds were dropped for

all species) and 1/4" of soil was scuffed back,

Sitka Spruce

The Sitka Spruce plots were established, and seed spotted.

In the same manner as the other species. There was no alter

nation of species with Sitka spruce. This species was seeded

alone on the wet valley bottom where a few spruce are already

established.

Markim

For the purpose of gathering research data on the effective

ness of direct seeding, the first 100 seed spots of each species

on the designated lines are identified with a lath marker. This



marker is about two feet long, placed so that 18" will project

above ground. Aluminum tags are nailed on, showing species

and number of spot. All lath face toward starting point at

reference post, for easy checking. Tags are marked DFl, POl,

RC 1, (this marks Sitka Spruce plots) etc. One man was assigned

to mark one each of the three species, and to record the kind

and density of ground cover occurring at each numbered seed

spot. Form, for this record is as follows;

Direct Seeding Record, Blodgett Tract

Species

Spot Ntunber

Kind of Ground Cover

Percent of Area Covered

Soil

Remarks;

Examxiner Date

Slope

Sketch of Ground Cover at Seed Spt. 1" - 1'



)irect Seeding, Port Orford \''/hite cedar,

Douglas-fir, Sitka Spruce,

Blodgett Tract

Examination of the 100 staked seed spots on the 3 experi

mental seedings on Kovemher 2, 1940, yielded the following

information:

Doua:las fir 1§ spots 33 seedlings

Port Crford Whitecedar 8 spots 17 seedlings

Sitka spruce no seedlings

There were no special circumstances noted which would

explain lack of Sitka spruce germination or the very poor

shov/ing of the Port Orford White cedar and the Douglas-fir.

The extremely hot early summ.er of 1941 was probably a factor.

IK P. Mc Culloch

March 31, 1942



WORKING PLAN—DIRECT SEEDING OF LODGEPOLE PINE
ON CUTOVER AREAS IN ¥ffiSTERN OREGON

OBJECTIVE

To secure a quick, cheap, merchantahle forest crop on
cutover land. Lodgepole pine holds promise in all directions
named above; the seed is small, germination is prompt, and
early growth is rapid so that the juvenile, vulnerable stage
of this species is less prolonged than in other species. Be
cause of the larger number of seeds per pound (80,000 or more
compared to 40,000 for ^ouglas-flr) Initial cost is low. Be
cause of inherent capacity to endure on adverse sites, the
theory Is that established plantation cost should also be low.
In the mtter of utilization, the almost identical species,
Pinus banksiana, is the backbone of the pulp industry in the
Lake States.

II.

fflTHOD

1. Place
a. Blodgett Tract of the School of Forestry, Oregon State

College.
B. Legal description of area:

c. Local description of area; ridge west of Kerry Line
main line, as indicated on maps.

Tie to plots:

From south end of trestle no. 6 on Kerry Line, proceed
down grade (southerly) for 6.54 chains to a cedar post. Prom
post, proceed 19.77 chains due west up the hill to a prominent
spar t±?ee. Prom this spar, ties to individual plots are as
follows;

a. To broadcast plot;

Due South ,23 chains, then S85®W, .85 chains to NW
corner of plot. This is a 6' post painted white on
upper portion, bearing an aluminum tag marked "broad
cast."

To brush plot:

N42°W, 2.37 chains to "Nif" corner of plot, a white-
topped post 6' high bearing m.etal tag marked "brush."
This plot does not lie in cardinal directions, but
is skewed diamond-wise to plot 1. (See map.)

To open plot;

Due South .23 chains, due W 2 chains, then N81®Y/, 1.73



chains to NW corner, a white-topped t
post 6' high, marked with metal tag, "open."

d. To scuffed plot:

Due South .23 chains, then E53°W 3.31 chains to NW
corner, a white-topped post 6' high, m.arked with metal
tag, "scuffed".

2. Procedure

a. Laying out plots. With staff compass, abney, and trailer
chain, 4 plots 1/4 acres square were laid out. Northwest corner
of each was marked with an 8 foot post, top painted v/hite,
tagged with a metal marker descr5.bing plot. Relation of plots
to each other is exactly indicated on plot map.

B. Seeding plots:

Plot 1. Broadcast sowing. Seed was scattered by hand,
distributing as unii&ormly as possible 1/4 lb. seed on 1/4 acre.
This was done by dividing the seed and the area into sm-all units,
then spreading each small lot of seed on a small plot of ground.

P Plot 2. Brush plot. Using planting hoe, one swipe was
scalped off the m.oss, under a bush or shrub insofar as possible,
and without distrubing the cover any more than absolutely nec
essary. Spots were put on TTorth side of bushes, 6x6' apart,
stamping 5 seeds into exposed soil.

Plot 3. Open plot. Using a planting hoe, topsoil v/as
scalped off only deep enough to cut away moss or brush. In the
soft soil thus exposed, 5 seeds were stamped in. Spots were
spread 6x6' over entire plot, and every spot was put out in
the open, away from brush, fern, or other cover.

Plot 4. Scuffed plot. Soil was scuffed with shoe,
then 5 seeds were dropped 6x6' across the whole plot. An effort
was made to scrape back 1/4" of soil.

III.

IffiASUREItENTS

1. In the seed spot plots, 100 spots were staked in each
with 2' lath numbered with a m.etal tag in series from 1-100.
All lath faced same direction in each plot.

2. One year after seeding, check survival, height of seed
lings, and any information which would explain abnormal results.
Stake a transect 3.3' wide across the boradcast plot, tally the
seedlings found and stake them with numbered lath as before.
Stake up to 100 seedlings here if that many are found. Record
all information on this and subsequent examinations as indicated
belov/:



LODGEPOLE PINE DIRECT SEEDING

Plot No. Kind Page of pa ges

Seedling or' No. Seedlings Av. Height.
Seed Spot No. 1 yr. 2 54 5 lyr.254 5 Remarks-""-

Include any information on seedling condition, presence of
inimical or beneficial factors, or other data which might ex
plain success or failure of experiment.



WORKING PLAN—INTERPLANTING- SPARSELY STOCEED CUTOVER LANDS

OBJECTIVE

To investigate the practicability of interplatting sparsely
stocked cut-over lands in order to improve the quality and
total yield of such lands at time of harvesting. The criterion
of success would be a net return in excess of the cumulated
planting costs. For the purposes of this Iwestigation the study
is confined to Douglas-fir lands of the Coast Range type, logged
and/or burned within the last 10 years.

IvIETHODS

1. Selecting uniform site.

a. Sites are typical Dpuglas-fir areas, on bench land
above the Pishhawk drainage.

b. The plots are as nearly identical as possible with
reference to exposure, slope, soil type and depth, and cover.

c. Ihere are no mature seed trees on or within 20 chains
of the plots.

d. The plots contain from 100-200 seedlings per acre of
commercial conifers more than 6 inches high. Douglas-fir is
the preponderant species.

2. Laying out plots.

a. Using staff compass, abney and trailer tape, were laid
out two square plots each containing one-half acre (horizontal).
The CT/ corner of the planted plot and the NE corner of the checked
plot were marked with a 6' post painted white. The two plots
are as contiguous as possible so that they represent uniform
site.

b. The plots are tied to the south end of trestle 6 on
the Kerry Line.

3. Planting the plots.

a. Each native seedling was numbered with a metal m^arker.
Tag numbers were prefixed by Vffi, using up some old tags. All
tags face east.

b. Vfeen natives were identified, all open areas on the
interplanting plot were planted, using an 6x8' spacing v/here
feasible, recognizing presence of existing trees in determining



best coverage of the plot. All planted seedlings should be
tagged in season 1942-43 with numbered metal markers, each
number prefixed by P.

c. In planting, a circle two feet in diameter was grubbed
clean of weeds and brush, and a hole was dug in the center of
the clearing deep enough to accommodate the roots of the seed
lings, Trees v/ere set in the hole with the left hand, some
loose dirt pushed in, and the tree straightened up so that the
roots were perpendicular in the hole. Then the remaining dirt
was scraped in, taking care not to fill the hole v/ith d4ff or
trash. Eirt was then firmed around the tree, "i/hen acceptably
planted the seedlings resisted a stout pull on the top; and
were also planted as deep in the field as in the nursery bed.
(The ground line is clearly distinguishable on the stem of the
seedling).

d. The roots were kept covered by damp burlap at all
times. Only the tree being planted was uncovered and all rough
and unnecessary handling should be avoided.

e. The planting stock v/as to be 2-0 Douglas-fir stock
from the Oregon Forest Nursery.

III.

RECORDS AND MEASHREMENTS

A. At time of plot establishment

the Blodgett Tract with reference to Northwest Oregon,
the plots within the Tract for ease of location,
the individual plots showing tree location (scale 20' to

, also rou£^ contours at five foot intervals.
;ach plot:

Record each numbered seedling, native and/or planted,
as to species, height, d.b.h., location.
Record slope, exposure, soil type and depth.
Record kind and quantity of competing vegetation.
Record presence and activity of significant animals
(for example, no. of used mountain beaver burrows and
no. of seeldings newly chewed off).
On individual plot sheets, elaborate items (c) and (d)
to include all information pertinent to the investigation;
also include any additional data which might explain any
abnormalities or umisual results.

B. Subsequent examinations

1. For five years following establishment, make annual
examinations, to include:

a. Height and diameter of trees
b. Mortality, and cause, if discernible.
c. Changes in plots which might explain (b).
d. Record information which will be of aid in future work.



2. If at the end of five years, rapid changes are still
taking place, continue to take records each biennium until
stabilization of the plots becomes apparent. When no more very
rapid changes are observed, examinations may be deferred until
every fifth year. Information should be recorded on the forms
for individual plots, and on the annual summary forms for this
experiment.

Photographs were taken at time of establisliment from HW
post of planted plot looking toward SW post, and from NE post
of check, looking SE. Similar photographs should be made
annually.

W. P. McCulloch
March 2, 1942



Interplanted
or Check

DOUGLAS-FIR INTERPLAT^TING PLOTS

Suimnary Sheet

Recorded, date_ Examiner

No. trees added "by lnterplanting_ Man hours Exposure

No. trees originally

Slope Soil

Total Natural Seedlings ^ Planted Seedlings Vegetative
Year trees No. Av. Ht. Av. DBH Mortality No. Av. Ht. Av. DBH. Mortality Competition

No. Cause No. Cause Species & Am't.

type



Interplanted
or Check Plot

Recorded 3y

Tree-»

No. He 1 Flit

DOUGIAS-FIR INTERPLANTING PLOTS

Individual Plot Sheet

Checi
if

Dead

Date

Cause

Mortalit:

"EimarlZi. (Include data on plant or
animal competition, or other
factors likely to affect results

-»• Record all N-series or P-serles as a unit, do not mix numt)ers.



?;ORKING PLAN—THE USE OF OVERSIZE PORT ORPORD
TOITE-CEDAR PLANTING STOCK

OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the experiment Is to determine the survival
of oversize Port Orford IfJhite-cedar nursery stock compared
to standard stock. On the assumption that other governing
decisions have been made wisely, survival rema ilns the chief
criterion of success in reforestation. If these larger trees
will live under certain conditions it may be possible to use
them in such conditions, taking advantage of their greater
size and vigor to mitigate the competition of accessory
vegetation.

Port ^rford White-cedar seedlings frequently attain large
sizes in the nursery and if it becomes necessary to hold stock
over \mtil another season, the trees may become so large^as
to make their planting problem^atlcal because of low survival
and high cost.

IffiTHODS

1. Place

a. The Blodgett Tract of the School of Forestry, Oregon
State College.

B. Legal description of area:

c. Local description of area; On "flat" ground east of
Kerry Line in main Flshhawk drainage. From south end of
trestle no. 6, 4.35 chains southerly down Kerry Line to a
cedar DOst. From this point, 2.12 chains due East to NW
corner'of plot, a white post 6.6' hi^ marked "Port Orford
Planting."

2. Procedure

a. On designated area, oversize and standard seedlings
were planted alternately, both in as nearly uiif&rm site con
ditions as possible. Every effort was made to plant the
seedlings to sample open spaces, as well as the shade of
logs or brush. Position of seedling with respect to shade
was recorded on the form provided. Staff compass, abney,
and trailer tape were employed in laying the planting area.

b. The exact size of plot is 4.71 chains on N line, 3.98
chains on E line, 4.32 chains on S line, and 3.53 chains on
W line. We took advantage of the site to sample as wide a
variety of field conditions as are to be found. Planting was
carried out so that the resulting plantation will permit easy
recording of results. - Planting was done with a grub hoe, and



the trees were spaced 6x8', that is, rows 8' apart, trees
6' apart In each row. Two hundred fifty trees each of the
following types were planted:

(1) Oversize stock from storage shed; numbered with
lath marked ol-0499, using odd numbers only.

(2) Oversize stock from heel-in bed at nursery; number
02-0500, using even niombers only.

(3) Standard stock from storage shed; numbered with lath
marked 1-499, using odd numbers only.

(4) Standard stock from heel-in bed at nursery; number
2-500, using even numbers only.

Planted in this order in each row:

(1) Oversize storage #01
(2) Standard storage #1
(3) Oversize heel-in #02
(4) Standard heel-in #2

There v/ere to be 40 trees In each of 25 rows, a total of 1,000,
but series 021-40 v;ere missed out. Numbers on the last two
rows are also interchanged.

c. In planting a circle two feet in diameter was grubbed
clear of weeds and brush, and a hole dug in the center of the
clearing deep enough to accommodate the roots of the seedlings.
Tree was set in hole with left hand' some loose dirt pushed
in, and tree straightened up so that roots were perpendicular
in the hole. Then remaining dirt was scraped in taking care
not to fill hole with dlff or trash. Dirt was then firmed
around the tree. Acceptably planted seedlings resisted a
stout pull on the top; and were also planted as deep in the
fiftld as it was in the nursery bed. (The ground line is clearly
distinguishable on the stem of the seedling.) The trees were
kept damp, and the roots covered at all times.

d. After planting, part of the top of alternate seedlings
v/as pruned off both oversize and standard. The purpose was
to reduce the evaporating surface of the trees and improve the
root-top ratio in an effort to reduce dessication. On most
ccnifers top-pruning cannot be undertaken but it may be pos
sible with Port Orford seedlings. Heights before and after
pruning are recorded on tally sheets. Cuts were made at what
seemed to be appropriate places in the crown.

III.

MEASUREJ4ENTS

Each tree was staked with a two foot lath bearing con-



secutively numbered metal tags. Series marking standard
seedlings wre plain numbers; those marking over-size were
prefixed by "0". Lath all faced west, and tags were all
on same side 2" from top. Height in inches was recorded
on each tagged tree. Repeat the measurements yearly for
five years after planting, using the form v/hich follows on
the next page; measure at five year intervals thereafter.

PORT ORPORD OVERSIZE STOCK PLANTING- EXPERICTT

[•ype of Stock

Tree In Shade Ht. when Subsequent Yrs". ^
No. Pruned None Live Dead Planted 1 2 3 4 5 Remarks

Live shade—bush, shrub. Dead shade—log, stump, rock.
Check which applies.
Give all information which will explain cause of death,
or will bear on the survival and rate of growth of the
trees.




